
 

 

Synesys Group CISSP® Boot Camps 
 

Synesys Group CISSP boot camps are distinct in several ways: 

 Printed and bound slide deck optimized for subsequent study, with detailed content such as 

definitions already included to eliminate furious note taking 

 Thermometer-iconsTM on slides, estimating likelihood of content on exam, plus statistical 

weighting of domains 

 An electronic copy of “CISSP Questions with Answers and Explanations in Both Test Mode and 

Study Mode” book which explains every answer, not just the correct answer, coaches with 

Test Tips and Memory Hints, and includes questions that in addition to exam practice teach 

and reinforce the art of question answering 

 Exam practice throughout, using multiple sources of questions, new “Drag and Drop” and 

“Hotspot” question styles, and sub-domain practice instead of waiting until end of the domain 

 Use of TurningPoint electronic clickers to engage every attendee on every practice question 

(when available) 

 Expert guidance on managing exam stress, even for the new aggressively adaptive exam 

 Expert guidance on structure and style of exam, examining test questions and answers, and 

maximizing exam score – including new Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT) 

 Expert guidance on maximizing study effectiveness while minimizing study time 

 Plus, typically one to three commercial CISSP study and/or practice question books 

 Extensive electronic information security library including complete slide deck and glossaries 

useful for exam prep and professional reference  

 Daily written evaluations to optimize experience for each unique group 
 

Synesys Group CISSP boot camps: 

 Are excellent as starting point or capstone for exam study,  abundantly equipping for further 

study, or as an intense overview of cybersecurity for those who may never take the exam 

 Are taught by a pioneer in the field with solid academic and professional credentials who has 

actually worked in every CISSP domain and conducted hundreds of highly-evaluated CISSP 

boot camps and webinars 

 Are a perfect match for TechRepublic’s guidance on finding quality CISSP training 

(http://techrepublic.com/article/six-tips-for-finding-quality-cissp-training/) 

 Can be customized to any particular organization, industry, or schedule; on-site or online 
 

Written evaluations from boot camps as well as recommendations on LinkedIn are available attesting 

to the excellence. 20% of income and time are given back to the community. 

Contact:   Bill Curd, PhD, CISSP #468   Bill@SynesysGroup.com 

President, Synesys Group   480-440-9606 (mobile) 

Boot camps are for experienced professionals already working in the field; not vocational training for entry into any paid occupation 
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